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Penguin Workshop. No binding. Condition: New. John Hinderliter (illustrator). 112 pages. Whats Up,
Doc Find out in this lively biography of the most celebrated director in animation history!Charles
Martin Chuck Jones was an American animator, cartoon artist, screenwriter, producer, and
director of many classic animated cartoon shorts. They starred Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, the Road
Runner and Wile E. Coyote, Pep Le Pew, Porky Pig and a slew of other Warner Brothers characters.
When he moved on to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, his work includes a series of Tom and Jerry shorts as
well as the television adaptation of Dr. Seusss How the Grinch Stole Christmas. Jones was
nominated for eight Academy Awards, won three, and received an honorary Oscar for his work in
the animation industry. His career spanned almost seventy years, during which he made over 250
animated films, including Whats Opera, Doc, a classic Bugs BunnyElmer Fudd short that is
considered to be one of the greatest cartoons of all time. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Library Binding.
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Certainly, this is the finest work by any article writer. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not sense monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS

Merely no phrases to spell out. I actually have read through and i am certain that i will gonna study once again again later on. You wont truly feel
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for about should you check with me).
-- Ja iden K onopelski-- Ja iden K onopelski
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